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Actions of the inland transport sector to join the global fight against climate change
There is a big demand for UNECE capacity development activities on United Nations transport-related legal instruments
- Information sessions
- How to efficiently implement UN legal instruments assistance

Member States which so far benefited from the Action plan activities highly appreciated A-Z approach

Strong potential for regional cooperation which will introduce shared solutions

Closer cooperation with the United Nations Development System in Member States (UN programmatic countries) was proven mutually beneficial and resulted in funded project proposals
National Examples

Bosnia and Herzegovina

- Workshop on Periodic Technical Inspection and Roadside Technical Inspection (2021)
- The Roadmap for Roadside Technical Inspection implementation (2022)

Georgia

- Report on three road safety topics: safety belts on rear seat, child restraint system and speed management as a support for preparation of the Georgia road safety strategy (2022)
- Workshop on selected issues from the National Road Safety Strategy in Georgia (2022)
Kazakhstan

- Accelerating post-COVID recovery of Kazakhstan through switching to natural gas in road transport strengthened national stakeholder’s capacity on economic and environmental effects from switching the transport sector to the use of natural gas as a motor fuel and on how to more efficiently implement UN vehicle-related legal instruments (2022)

Turkmenistan

- Workshop on digitalization of transport services (eTIR and eCMR) (2022)
### National Examples

**Ukraine**

- Improved capacity of Ukrainian stakeholders to support the circular economy in e-mobility and sustainable resource management using a nexus approach of Mobility and Resource as a Service model (M-RaaS) (2022)
- Support the enhancement of Ukrainian rail and road transport capacity in order to meet the emerged national and international needs (ongoing)
- UN4Kharkhiv – transport part (ongoing)
Road Safety Performance Review

Uzbekistan

- Cooperation with UNICEF UZ
- International substantive team mobilized
- Kick-off and three fact-finding missions in 2022
- First draft RSPR UZ report shared with the Ministry of Interior
- Workshops: How to design safe roads (in cooperation with EIB) and Workshop on RSPR implementation with special focus on enforcement area (GE, MD and UZ representatives) planned for 1st Qt 2023
Moldova

- Cooperation with UNDP MD
- International substantive team mobilized
- Kick-off and a fact-finding missions held in 2022
- First draft RSPR MD report under preparation
- Workshop: Workshop on RSPR implementation with special focus on enforcement area (GE, MD and UZ representatives) planned for 1st Qt 2023
The SPECA Workshop on digitalization of transport services (eTIR and eCMR) (2021)

27th SPECA Working Group on Sustainable Transport, Transit and Connectivity, ongoing (2021)

Workshop on LearnITC for SPECA countries (2022)

26th SPECA Working Group on Sustainable Transport, Transit Connectivity, Tashkent, Uzbekistan (2022)
Actions of the inland transport sector to join the global fight against climate change
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